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LAUDER STAFF COMMUNITY DAY

It is a well-known fact that Monday is the least favorite day of  the week, but 
not when it’s a day like the 20th of  April. We kicked off  the week with our 
Lauder staff  community day, where teachers and colleagues took part, and the 
students had a longer weekend.

At the community day, anyone who wanted to share something with the group 
had a chance to hold a presentation or workshop for their colleagues. Gábor 
Horányi held a narrated slideshow of  his trip to Tibet, Margit Balla did the 
same for her trip to Italy, while Eszter Lányi and Gábor Balázs held a discus-
sion on Jewish identity. The morning programs also included Judit Barabás’s 

spine exercises and Vanda Nikodém’s book premier. In the meantime, Ági Fenyő helped idle hands to become needle-free 
scarf-knitters, or people could refresh their senses with Mariann Károlyiné Nagy, while Ágnes Bene and Nikolett Mester 
showed a bedazzled audience the Death of  the Gumibear and other interesting chemistry experiments. Évi Szabó showed 
people how to make bead jewelry, while Erzsi Kovács guided people through their very own painting. Those not afraid of  
heights (or were brave enough) could go to the top of  the school, and István Szűcs and Gábor Szűcs showed them around 
the hidden places in Lauder. Next to the on-going programs, sports were available all day, with football, basketball and even 
folk dancing. The assembly hall was a constant stage for board and card games, and also for a chat with Mike Fülöp about 
the free school method. The assembly hall was also the place for our music teacher’s concert, while the student kitchen saw 
the preparation – and eating – of  our lunch. During the whole day, a masseur was on call, helping our colleagues relax even 
more. 
Everyone could take part in the events they wanted to, although sometimes it was a tough decision. This unusual form of  
community building was successful because everyone could show a hitherto hidden side of  themselves.



EDUCATION

INTERACTIVE SEDER

With the help of  our Hebrew workgroup, second graders celebrated Seder together after 
they had walked the path leading out of  Egyptian slavery

Celebrating together, second graders arrived in costumes to the kingdom of  the evil Phar-
aoh (Mike), where slave masters (Ági Fenyő, Bianka, Ági Havas and Kata) drove them to 
work hard: they had tasks to complete, build a pyramid, etc. Finally, they cast down their 
chains under the leadership of  Moses (Csaba) and were led out of  Egypt, crossing the Red 
Sea, which swallowed up the Pharaoh. The hungry crowd received manna from the heavens, 
and after finding the books of  law, they sat down to rest, remember and celebrate a tradi-
tional Seder meal.
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NATIONAL POETRY DAY CELEBRATED WITH A SPECIAL COMPETITION

“Mom, I don’t know what to say <3 ”
This sentence is what Sándor Petőfi’s poem, A night at home (Egy estém otthon) would be if  it were written 
as a text message today.
This was one of  the many playful tasks at the Poetry Celebration, held for the first time this year at Laud-
er. With a lot of  people taking part, younger and older students formed mixed teams and put their knowl-
edge and creativity to the test. They drew, wrote poems, recognized our famous poets’ mustaches, and even 
dubbed Sandra Bullock.
Our goal was to hold a fun afternoon, where poems are not texts to be memorized in class, but live creations 
that are fun to work with. All eight teams performed wonderfully.

JEWISH OUTREACH

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL DAY 

The day of  remembrance for the Hungarian victims of  the Holocaust is the 16th of  April, something 
that we, too, of  course observe at Lauder. A memorial show, presentations and discussions were pre-
pared for both teachers and students.
While Gábor Balázs (Judaism expert and teacher) and Eszter Lányi (Judaism teacher, head of  external 
relations) held workshops for teachers, the assembly hall was home to an especially erected memorial 
where students and teachers could light a candle and read Holocaust related books.
We screened a film on the life of  Kata Kőműves, a survivor, whose personality and story were en-
thralling. During the breaks, students also visited Holocaust related memorials around the school, such 
as the Gitta Mallász angel sculpture in our garden, designed by Margit Balla.



SUCCESS STORIES

LITHUANIA-LAUDER

Children from the Solomo Aleichemo Secondary School of  Vilnius were guided around Budapest by our 
10th grade Z’man class
We got to know two teachers from the Solomo Alechemo Jewish Secondary School at the March Centropa 
conference in Berlin, who visited us with 60 of  their students and spent a day in Budapest. The students of  
our 10th grade Z’man class showed them around the city and introduced them to some of  the special sights: 
Parliament, the Shoes on the Danube Bank memorial, the Chain Bridge, the Castle and the Synagogue in 
Dohány Street.
We hope to meet again soon, either in Budapest or Vilnius!

A HUNDRED FORINT FAIR IN THE 
ASSEMBLY HALL

On the 21st of  April a hundred forint fair was organized by our 
kindergarten, and the proceeds from the accumulated 100 forints 
will be spent on our kindergarteners. Out-grown, but still good 
clothes were not thrown out, but traded, bought and sold, so we 
also proved our caring for our environment. As a good deed, the 
clothes that remained after the fair were donated to a children’s 
charity.

MITZVAH
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